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What has been worked on in the past month?
This past month we have held our school action day. We organised a quiz themed event
with prizes to gain the interest of more pupils. This quiz was general knowledge them and
so was based around helping develop a community and integration across years and
courses. This was a really positive experience for all students present as the teams were
mixed so they had the opportunity to socialise with other students and lecturers from the
school. Following the quiz we had an online questionnaire for everyone to complete about
developing a community or society amongst the sporting school. This helped us directly
address the issue.

Successes from the past month and any Reps Wins
The Action day was very successful in the fact that the community questionnaire at the end
generated a list of students who wanted to see a sports society and community develop
and who would be interested in setting this up.
Furthermore, all reps across the school have been working with module leaders to feed
back any changes that are/have been made since the module evaluation results. This is
really positive for our school as a lot of students want to see what happens after they voice
their opinions and are glad when their issues are acknowledged. This is an improvement for
us as in the past a lot of module leaders haven't acknowledged mod vals and not told us
their action plan.

Plans for next month:
Next month we are going to review our community quiz and get in contact with all the
students who expressed their interests in helping develop a sports society. This can
hopefully get the ball rolling in brainstorming ideas to get activities planned for the school.
Furthermore, a success of last term was that each programme had a final informal personal
tutoring lesson which was held in tower bar. feedback and attendance for this was really
positive so we are looking to do the same for the end of the year to gather together 1 final
time before the summer, with as much attendance and enjoyment as possible.

